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12.00 – 13.00 Lunch

13.00 – 13.10 The World Maritime University – a brief overview

13.10 – 14.10 Strategic environmental assessment

Transboundary environmental effects

14.10 – 14.30 Coffee break

14.30 – 15.30 Questions and answers

Next step

10.00 – 10.30 Introduction

Coordination & collaboration

10.30 – 12.00 The Swedish planning process

Planning system & the guidance of the plan

Main features of the planning

Cross-border issues

Questions and answers

Continuation of the process
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Welcome
Jakob Granit, Director General SwAM
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Thomas Johansson, Head of Marine Spatial Planning

Coordination & collaboration



Swedish MSP
Process

System

Main features

Cross-border issues
Joacim Johannesson & Eva Rosenhall



The purpose of this consultation meeting

To inform and explain the proposals to 

facilitate written consultation opinions sent 

before the end of the consultation period.
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Here we’re now



International consultation

incl. ESPOO-consultation

Period: 15 June 2018 – 1 October 2018

Marine Spatial Plan consultation proposals, Strategic Environmental Assessment documents

(Gulf of Bothnia, Baltic Sea, Skagerrak-Kattegat)
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Version Language

Full versions Swedish, English

Gulf of Bothnia (short version) Finnish

Baltic Sea (short version) Finnish, Estonian, Latvian, Polish

Skagerrak/Kattegat (short version) Finnish



Planning system & the guidance of the plans

• Guiding strategic plans

• The plans will guide:

→ Local and regional planning

→ Licensing

→ Sector management

• Possibility of binding regulations

• SwAM, has been commissioned to develop the plan proposals

• The government will adopt the plans
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SwAM shall

1. Develop plan proposals applying an ecosystem approach 

2. Develop proposals for binding regulations, if needed

3. Cooperate with national agencies and government regional bodies

4. Provide opportunities for participation of municipalities and regional 
bodies 

5. Coordinate and collaborate with neighbouring countries

6. Carry out broad consultations of the proposals

7. Develop new proposals at least every eight year
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The planning documents

1. Reading instructions

2. Points of departure

3. A future we want to achieve

4. Guidance on most suitable use = ”the planning system”, guidance on uses

5. Marine sub-regions = standpoints, interests given priority, trade-offs

6. Themes

7. Implementation and application

8. Consequences

9. Documentation
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Concepts used

1219 June 2018

3 10 130

MSP areas Marine sub-regions Areas

A certain level of detail partly because

of appointed areas of national interest.



Most suitable use

Attractive living environments

Energy

Defence

General use

Nature

Sand extraction

Shipping

Commercial fisheries

E

F

G

N

Investigation area Shipping

Investigation area Energy
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Particular consideration

f = particular consideration

to the interests of total 

defence

n = particular consideration of 

high nature values
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Coexistence

• The plans shall promote coexistence between various
activities and uses

• Planning maps present coexistence by uses overlapping

• In the plans we describe:

→ Where coexistence can require some adaptation

→ Where coexistence can require more adaptation

→ Where coexistence may require extensive adaptation 
or is not possible
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Planning 

objectives

to support 

and guide 

the planning



Main features

Gulf of Bothnia 

plan

• World heritage and small 

scale fisheries

• Shipping to and from 

important ports for export

• Concentration of offshore 

wind in the south

• Large areas for general 

use
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Example: Offshore wind in 

Southern Bothnian sea

• Important contribution to future need of renewable

energy (electricity):

• National objective:

100 % renewable electricity production by 2040

→ Need of increasing production by 100-120 TWh/year

→ Offshore planning needs approx. 50 TWh/year

National interest areas 

for offshore wind

Energy extraction
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Main features

Baltic sea plan
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• Attractive coastal areas of

importance for recreation

• High nature values, already

protected, or in need of

particular consideration

• Important shipping routes

• Good conditions for fisheries

and energy, but also competition

for space

• Busy strait (Öresund)



Example:

Shipping routes in

South-Eastern Baltic sea

• Important and intense traffic, vital for trade

• Complex IMO-regulated international traffic 

system

• Oil spills still affecting long tailed duck 

(red listed species)

• Important area for harbour porpoises

→ Investigation area for shipping
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Main features

Skagerrak–Kattegat plan
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• Busa area with many interests co-existing

• High nature values reflected in the proposal

• Recreation and tourism important

• Intensive shipping and 

Sweden’s largest ports

• Fisheries almost everywhere

• Offshore wind in the Kattegat



Cross-border issues

Claims from neighboring countries are described in text, not illustrated in maps

Some examples of previous comments from our neighbours:

• Shipping

→ Coordination of routes

→ Safety distances to windfarms
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• Energy

→ Planned gas pipeline DK – PL

→ Cable connection points

• Nature

→ Possible impact of nature conservation on shipping and development of energy areas
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Questions

& answers



Continuation of the process

• Systematic handling of comments

• Revision of proposals during autumn 2018

• Further discussions when needed:

→ Nationally: sector agencies and other stakeholders

→ Internationally: bilaterally or within Pan Baltic Scope, Baltic LINes

• National review 15 March – 15 June 2019 (prel)

• International review depending on plan development

• Handover to the government December 2019
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Lunch



Strategic environmental 

assessment & transboundary

environmental effects
Jan Schmidtbauer Crona



Strategic Environmental Assessment

(SEA) and Espoo-convention

• Legislated requirement (6th chapter Environmental Code)

• Committment to implement the Ecosystem Approach in MSP

• To integrate environmental considerations in the plans

• To fulfil the Espoo-convention
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Scoping stage non formal Espoo

notification

• Proposal for the Direction of the Marine Spatial Planning and the Scope 

of the  Environmental Assessment Ref. no. 3779-14.

• Main scope of SEA: biodiversity, fauna, flora, human health, water, air, 

soil, climatic factors, material assets (link to socio-economic analysis), 

landscape and cultural heritage.
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2015



SEA-results early consultation

Marine Ecology

Zero-alternative Plan

MSP better then zero

alternative, but not enough

to reach GES or SDG-

targets

→ Assessment based on 

qualitative expert judgement

2017
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The environmental 

assessment method

in three steps:

1. Identification of connection between sectors and pressures 

2. Description of the values, environmental impact and environmental effects

• Baseline

• Zero alternative 

• Plan alternative

3. Assessment of environmental consequences

• Environmental targets, national, GES etc
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2018

Symphony



1. Identification of connection 

between sectors and pressures
MSP (Theme/Sectors) Marine Strategy Framework Directive (Pressures) Input data

A
tt

ra
c
ti
v
e
 l
iv

in
g
 e

n
v
ir
o
n
m

e
n
ts

Recreation and tourism Angling

Recreational craft

Cruise ship service

Ferry traffic

Selective withdrawal of species

Physical disruption

Underwater noise

Introduction of pollutants 

Introduction of nutrients and organic material

Introduction of microbial pathogens 

Introduction and relocation of invasive species 

Marine litter

Symphony

Recreational craft noise

Recreational craft pollution

Bird hunting

Infrastructure in the sea

Coastal development

Water treatment plant pollution

Environmental assessment discussion 

phase

Air quality

Greenhouse gases

Marine litter

Invasive species

E
n
e
rg

y

Wind power 

Power from:

waves, currents, tides and salinity 

gradients

Biological disruption of species

Physical loss 

Physical disruption 

Underwater noise 

Symphony

Electromagnetic fields

Wind power noise 125 Hz

Wind power bird impact

D
e
fe

n
c
e Artillery range/training areas

Dumped ammunition (existing)

Underwater noise 

Introduction of pollutants 

Symphony

Explosions overpressure

Explosions sound pressure

Artillery ranges pollution
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S
to

ra
g
e
 a

n
d
 

e
x
tr

a
c
ti
o

n
 o

f 

m
a
te

ri
a

ls

Extraction 

Sand, gravel, shells

Storage 

CO₂

Physical loss 

Physical disruption

Symphony 

Sand extraction water clouding

Sand extraction habitat loss

T
ra

n
s
p
o
rt

a
ti
o

n
 a

n
d

c
o
m

m
u

n
ic

a
ti
o

n
s

Shipping 

Maritime transports 

Dredging and dumping 

dredged materials

Linear infrastructure 

Pipelines

Cables

Biological disruption 

Physical disruption 

Underwater noise 

Introduction of pollutants 

Introduction of nutrients and organic material 

Introduction of other forms of energy

Introduction and relocation of invasive species

Marine litter

Symphony

Shipping noise 125 Hz

Shipping noise 2000 Hz

Shipping oil spills

Shipping erosion

Dredging water clouding

Dredging habitat loss

Environmental assessment 

discussion phase

Air quality

Greenhouse gases

Marine litter

Invasive species

A
q
u
a
c
u
lt
u
re

 

a
n
d
 b

lu
e
 

b
io

te
c
h
n
o
lo

g
y Fish farming 

Clam farming

Introduction of pollutants

Introduction of nutrients and organic material 

Introduction and relocation of invasive species

Symphony 

Fish farming nutrient emissions

Fish farming habitat loss

Clam farming habitat loss

MSP (Theme/Sectors) Marine Strategy Framework Directive (Pressures) Input data



2. Description of the values, environmental 

impact and environmental effects

• Symphony plus qualitative expert judgement

• CUMULATIVE ASSESSMENT
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Why cumulative?NO3
-

PO4
3-



Aquaculture nutrients

Aquaculture habitat loss

Marine infrastructure

Ocean acidification

Climate change temperature rise

Boating pollution

Boating noise

Coastal exploitation habitat loss

Dredging abrasion

Hunt of seabirds

Dredging turbidity

Dumping habitat loss

Military explosions

Military pollution

Anoxia

Wind power noise

Trawl fishing turbidity

Electric fields

Land runoff nutrients

Net fishing catches

Pelagic fishing catches

Trawl fishing catches

Trawl fishing abrasion

Harbor pollution

Industry pollution

Toxic munition

Wreck oil leak

Shipping oil spill

Shipping noise

Shipping turbidity

Marine mining turbidityMarine mining habitat loss



Aquaculture nutrients

Aquaculture habitat loss

Marine infrastructure

Ocean acidification

Climate change temperature rise

Boating pollution

Boating noise

Coastal exploitation habitat loss

Dredging abrasion

Hunt of seabirds

Dredging turbidity

Dumping habitat loss

Military explosions

Military pollution

Anoxia

Wind power noise

Trawl fishing turbidity

Electric fields

Land runoff nutrients

Net fishing catches

Pelagic fishing catches

Trawl fishing catches

Trawl fishing abrasion

Harbor pollution

Industry pollution

Toxic munition

Wreck oil leak

Shipping oil spill

Shipping noise

Shipping turbidity

Marine mining turbidityMarine mining habitat loss

Vendace

Soft bottom habitats

Sand bottom habitats

Hard bottom habitats

Mussel reefs

Deep reefs

Seagrass

Oyster beds Coral reefs

Seabird wintering grounds

Seabirds

Spawning grounds

Cod

Herring

SpratEel

Rivermouth habitats

Porpoise
Grey seal

Harbour seal

Plankton

Crabs



Method for cumulative 
impact assessment
Halpern et al Science vol 319 2008



Equation

Cumulative impact (P) is calculated as the sum of the product of
all pressures’ (B) effects on all ecosystem components (E), given
the particular sensitivity (K) of every ecosystem component to
every pressure.

𝑃𝑠𝑢𝑚 = 

𝑖=1

𝑛



𝑗=1

𝑚

𝐵𝑖 × 𝐸𝑗× 𝐾𝑖,𝑗



Method

× × =

Maps of human activity 
pressures

Maps of ecosystem 
components

Sensitivity matrix Results



Examples of pressure layers

Shipping 
noise

Bottom 
trawling

Oxygen 
depletion
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Examples of 

Ecosystem 
components

Cod

Seabird 
offshore 
wintering 
groundsEelgrass
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Pressure Baltic Sea

Eutrophication 53 %

Pollution 25 %

Shipping 8 %

Defence 7 %

Fishing 3 %

Industry 1 %

Coastal exploitation 1 %

Sand mining 0.02 %

Energy 0.02 %

Baltic Sea 
Current status
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Green Map III

Aggregation of ecosystem 
components for fish, marine 
mammals, birds and benthic 
habitats

A basis for n-areas with 
particular consideration of high 
nature values
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And a word on uncertainty…
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Zero alternative 

BAU scenario

• Zero alternative 

(development without the 

plan) reference year 2030 

• Longer time perspective in 

planning’s horizon year of 

2050
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Assessment

alternatives 

• Planning options in dialogue 

2017

• Plan alternative 2030

• Zero alternative 2030

• Sand extraction alternatives 

in SEA



Sand extraction alternatives

Designated area

Svalans och 

Falkens grund Klippbanken Sandflyttan
Evaluation criteria

Below the photic zone Yes Yes Partly

Nature area, N och n n n N

Number of ecosystem

components with pressure

8 st.

(plankton, fish, seal)

6 st. 

(plankton, fish, 

seal)

13 st.

(plankton, fish, 

seal, birds)

Part of contribution at extraction

site, %
87 % 47 % 65 %

Part of contribution in sea area, 

%
5.29 % 0.33 % 0.2 %
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Skagerrak and Kattegat

Potential Environmental Impacts in Symphony
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Today Zero alternative 2030 Plan alternative 2030



The Baltic Sea
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Today Zero alternative 2030 Plan 2030



Example Hanö bay
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PlePlan Symphony Plan Plan minus Zero alternative



3. Assessment of environmental 

consequences, environmental 

targets, national, GES 

• Plan alternative  More use/values but same net impacts.

• Sand extraction – local impacts – need for larger geographical scope. 

Compare to sand extraction on land.

• Offshore wind power – potential negative local impacts (habitats and 

birds) but renewable energy. Environment vs Environment.

• More action is needed to reach GES. MSP is just a part of the solution.
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Cross-border environmental effects

The Skagerrak and the Kattegat

• Areas concerned are Kattegat border to Denmark and northern
Skagerrak border to Norway.

• Potential cross-border environmental impact from shipping, commercial 
fisheries and energy.

• Limited negative and in some cases positive impacts.

• The positive effect of n-areas depends on how well they are managed
and e.g. when relevant negotiated under the CFP.
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Cross-border environmental effects

The Baltic Sea

• Potential cross-border environmental impact from shipping, commercial 

fisheries, sand extraction and energy.

• Limited negative and in some cases positive impacts.

• Sand extraction site close to Denmark in the strait Öresund.

• Cumulative impacts of offshore windpower on Southern Midsjöbank.
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Cross-border environmental effects

The Gulf of Bothnia

• Potential cross-border environmental impact from energy, shipping and 

commercial fisheries. 

• More data may be needed to assess impacts on birds from offshore 

windpower in the southern Bothnian Sea. Partly dealt with on EIA-level.

• Positive effects from n-areas for ecosystem services.
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Coffee
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Questions

& answers



Final words 

– we need your comments!

International consultation incl. ESPOO-consultation:

Written comments by 1 October by email to

registrator@naturvardsverket.se (Espoo) and  

havochvatten@havochvatten.se

See information at our website www.havochvatten.se/en
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Follow us at

www.havochvatten.se/en

@havochvatten

on Twitter and Facebook
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